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€35,000,000 House / Villa - For sale
Excellent 16 Bedroom house / villa with 742m² terrace for sale in Golden Mile
Spain »  Costa del Sol »  Marbella »  Golden Mile »  29602
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OVERVIEW

Villa La Gratitud, is one of the most iconic mansions in
Marbella with 16 bedrooms, a paddle court, and 3
swimming pools for sale.

La Gratitud, is the ultimate unification of art, architecture, and engineering under one
roof. The most exquisitely conceived estate with breathtaking and unencumbered
panoramic views towards the Mediterranean Sea and the spectacular backdrop of
the Sierra Blanca mountain range, built on an ample plot of 8.799m2 and impressive
built of 2.001m2. This authentic Spanish estate is located in one of the most sought-
after areas in the Golden Mile and has been crafted with bespoke finishes
throughout. Designed by respected Spanish interior designer Luisa Olazábal, the
property promotes an eclectic and timeless style, each corner of the premise being
thoughtfully curated.

This truly impressive villa opens up to a stunning grand salon with multiple lounge
spaces built within a sunken area, each section staying true to its eccentric style, with
an impressionable brass centre chandelier. You can also find a separate dining area
with
opposing dual open steal fireplaces with wooden clades. A surprise element hides
just behind the velveted curtains, where you can find a fully customised cocktail bar
with incorporated Bose speakers, personalised lighting elements, multiple chill-out
areas, art-deco flooring and even a smoke machine. The wide-ranging indoors lead
seamlessly to the magnificent backyard, connected by five large steal case French
doors. The exquisite kitchen features a separate butler's pantry and chef's island, a
stunning vintage Lacanche gas stove, built-in wooden cabinets for storage, wine
cooler and walk-in fridge.

The bright dining area overlooks the panoramic garden and sea views and is
comfortably connected to the covered outdoor patio. This impressive estate couldn’t
be complete without its offering of multiple welcoming outdoor areas. True to its
Spanish heritage, you can bask in its Andalusian architecture with spacious covered
and uncovered patios, wooden beam ceiling details, a centre water feature, lush
vegetation and romantic manicured gardens, a large ...

lucasfox.com/go/mrb36592

Sea views, Mountain views, Terrace,
Swimming pool, Indoor swimming pool,
Garden, Private garage, Gym, Natural light,
High ceilings, Parking, Views, Storage room,
Interior, Home cinema, Heating, Fireplace,
Exterior, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Domotic system, Chill out area,
Built-in wardrobes, Barbecue, Balcony,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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